MAINTENANCE OF TRAFFIC - PHASE 1A

LEGEND
- CONSTRUCTION PAVEMENT MARKINGS TYPE II, CLASS II... (WHITE or YELLOW)
- CONSTRUCTION PAVEMENT MARKINGS TYPE II, CLASS II (WHITE)
- CONSTRUCTION PAVEMENT MARKINGS TYPE II, CLASS II (YELLOW)
- CONSTRUCTION PAVEMENT MARKINGS TYPE II, CLASS II (W实 or Y实)
- CONSTRUCTION PAVEMENT MARKINGS TYPE II, CLASS II (实 or Y实)
- WORK ATTENTION SERVICE - TYPE 1-A
- PREDIC TIVE TRAFFIC BARRIER SERVICE CONCRETE
- STOPLINE (PREDICTIVE BARRIER)
- GROUP 2 CHANGING LANE MARKS
->). SPACING TRANSITION MARK (SPACING TRANSITION)
- RETAINMENT CONSTRUCTION THIS PHASE
- PERMANENT CONSTRUCTION THIS PHASE
- TEMPORARY PHASE
- WIDE TRAFFIC SECTION
- EXISTING TRAFFIC SECTIONS
- PROPOSED SIGN